ALL for One and One for ALL!

It is that time of year again, with fall battling summer for its place in the year and the sun playing hide and seek with the rain. And the initiates are here and Welcome!

Welcome initiates, who are armed with packed folders and rough-textured Bents. Join us, as we prepare to give advice (please polish your Bent now, not later. Procrastination doesn’t quite work as effectively with it as it may with homework assignments) and have fun!

With a meeting full of interesting ideas and ridiculous questions, it is time for even more Ludacris responses, all in good fun! Take time to sit back, relax, and enjoy the meeting as we meet you all with food, fun, and at the end, some LASER TAG!
Happy Birthday!

September Birthdays:  
Andrews Ankrah  
Anant Patel  
Matthew Brown  
Mikhail Bordyukov

October Birthdays:  
Ayman Mansour  
Daniel Putt  
Dodji Sossou

DID YOU KNOW THAT THE TBP STORE HAS SALES???
Cheap deals are becoming cheaper so check out the new TBP sales for October! Keep a look out for new deals each month.

TBP STORE  DEAL

OCTOBER SPECIALS

♦ INTRODUCING BREAKFAST ♦  
Buy one of our great new frozen breakfast items  
(Jimmy Dean Pancake & Sausage on a Stick or Bob Evans Sausage & Egg Burrito, both only $1) and get a free apple juice (75¢ value)!

25¢ off:  
♦ Brisk (now only 25¢)  
♦ Mini Muffins (now only 25¢)  
♦ Goldfish Crackers (now only 50¢)  
♦ 3 Musketeers (now only 50¢)  
♦ K-cups (now only 75¢)

50¢ off:  
♦ Frozen pizza (now only $1)  
♦ Monster (now only $1.25)
Engineering Comics

HI I'M AN ENGINEER.

STARTING TODAY, ALL PASSWORDS MUST CONTAIN LETTERS, NUMBERS, DOODLES, SIGN LANGUAGE AND SQUIRREL NOISES.

THAT MEANS I HAVE EXCELLENT EMPLOYMENT POTENTIAL AND I CAN FIX THINGS AROUND THE HOUSE.

WOW. LOOK WHO WANTS THE MOON.

HOW ARE YOUR SOCIAL SKILLS?

BINARY
IT'S AS EASY AS 01, 10, 11

ENGINEER STUDENT'S LIFE

BAD:

TWO NON-HERDS

LETS GET THAT ONE.

OKAY.

GOOD:

NON-HERD + HERD

LETS GET THAT ONE.

WAIT. I THINK THE OTHER ONE MIGHT BE A BETTER IDEA.

OKAY, THAT ONE.

VERY BAD:

TWO HERDS

HOW ABOUT THAT ONE?

I THINK THE OTHER ONE MIGHT BE BETTER. DARN... HMM, I'M NOT SURE...

TWO HOURS LATER

I THINK OUR MAIN PROBLEM IS OUR UNCLEAR DEFINITION OF VALUE.

THAT IS NOT YOUR MAIN PROBLEM!

IN CLASS: 2+2=2

HOMWORK: 1-2+2=1=6

EXAM: JOHN HAS 4 APPLES. HE ATE ONE APPLE AND HE GAVE ONE APPLE TO HIS FRIEND. CALCULATE THE VOLUME OF THE SUN.
Here, have a frustrating Logic Puzzle. Supposedly, this is very difficult and will take a ton of time to solve...perfect for GBM!

There are 5 houses each with a different color. Their owners, each with a unique heritage, drinks a certain type of beverage, smokes a certain brand of cigarette, and keeps a certain variety of pet. None of the owners have the same variety of pet, smoke the same brand of cigarette or drink the same beverage.

Clues:

- The Brit lives in the red house.
- The Swede keeps dogs as pets.
- The Dane drinks tea.
- Looking from in front, the green house is just to the left of the white house.
- The green house's owner drinks coffee.
- The person who smokes Pall Malls raises birds.
- The owner of the yellow house smokes Dunhill.
- The man living in the center house drinks milk.
- The Norwegian lives in the leftmost house.
- The man who smokes Blends lives next to the one who keeps cats.
- The man who keeps a horse lives next to the man who smokes Dunhill.
- The owner who smokes Bluemasters also drinks beer.
- The German smokes Prince.
- The Norwegian lives next to the blue house.
- The man who smokes Blends has a neighbor who drinks water.

Who owns the pet fish?

Find the word Dog (once) in the word search!

![Word Search Image](image-url)
Scavenger Hunt Meets Amazing Race…

A scavenger hunt in your car through Metro Detroit, find prizes for the fastest finish as well as free lunch for ALL! Come with family and friends – Proceeds go to community service events such as raising $500 for adopting a family.

ROAD RALLY FUNDRAISER

DATE Saturday Oct 11th 2014
TIME 11am – 3pm
START University Foods Center
(ST Corner of Warren Ave & Lodge Service Drive)
FINISH For you to figure out!
COST $10 per person (pre-register), $15 on site
MAX four people per team

To pre-register, scan the code or visit engineering.wayne.edu/org/tbp
E-mail questions to Melissa at treasurer.mie.tbp@gmail.com

TBP UPCOMING EVENTS!!!!!!
Attending will get you two out of the 5 Engg Futures Certificates!
Attending the MSU Engg Futures will get you 2 more on Oct 17th!

Engineering Futures

Group Process AND Team Chartering
Learn the skills necessary to work effectively as part of a team

October 4, 10:30-2:30
Please RSVP to vp.mie.tbp@gmail.com
ALSO THERE WILL BE FREE FOOD
Adventures of Polymer Bob – Serial Pt. 2

We last saw polymer Bob as he had escaped the iodine lake as he went on his quest to learn how to fly (see Local Bent #1). We continue where he left on.

As he moved on, beyond the boundaries of the insidious iodine lake, a shadow fell upon him, slowing growing larger and larger. He tried to move but he was too heavy and lamenting his bound state, he was awaited his demise. However, as the shadow grew bigger around him, a rain of red drops followed. It was blood, a mixture most deadly as it contained so many enzymes and hormones just waiting to pounce.

This was his second test, he knew, as he was slowly subsumed into the mass of glinting red liquid. Within in polymer bob was immediately faced by the sharks of insulin. These sharks evolved from lancelets, delivered via these creatures and set out to capture and subdue the glucose riffraff partying within the blood. Amidst the insulin, polymer bob roamed with caution, treading carefully and hiding behind oxygenated hemoglobin molecules when possible, as the polypeptides were very large and complex – the perfect disguise. He knew he wasn’t that big and impressive... because he was dropped on his head when he was younger and lost a few mers as a result, a fact that most of his brethren had ragged and as a result, spurred his desire to fly. As he snuck along, he weaved and bobbed within the hemoglobin but a sudden shake of blood resulted in a strait most dire. The blood was being sucked up and out into a clear vial, the last resting place of any living polymer. He had heard the stories and he knew, a revolution was on the horizon.

To be continued...
Have a brain! Not to eat, but to traverse its mysterious paths. Try finding your way through the human mind for a change, instead of it finding a way to control you…

For bonus points, label the different parts of the brain and what they do? (Be creative, accuracy is overrate! Submit answers to the rec sec for a goldfish).

Round Robin Tests

During the round robin, have some fun:

10 Pts. – Make an allusion to Monty Python

15 Pts. – Express your opinion on the new Star Wars…

20 Pts. – Do a specialized fist bump (i.e. explode, squid, etc.)

50 Pts. – Dance a jig
CAPTION THIS!

A throwback idea from old Bents, I have restarted the What AM I Thinking? Contest from 1994, to create laughs and funs during the course of the meeting.

Our erstwhile President Brien Dux receiving Scotch as a farewell present for his service.

Procedure: Observe the picture above, with former President Brien Dux showing his delight as his gift of scotch. Then notice our beloved Tonya to his left (right from our point of view, but directions, who needs them?).

Her evocative face already speaks volumes but try putting some words to match her expression!

Submit entries by passing Bents to the RecSec, emailing entries to rsec.mie.tbp@gmail.com (preferably with accompanying comics → bribery is nice in the form of comics) or in the vacant mailbox of the rec sec past the many cobwebs that have made their home by OCTOBER 20th.

WINNER → Funniest, most innovative caption will be honored in subsequent local Bents!          GOOD LUCK ONE AND ALL!
FLASHBACK FRIDAY #fbf
From the esteemed pages of the March 1995 Bent, from the Pen of editor Marco Bugli, we have our Flashback Friday.

TBP's Top Ten List

Category:
From The Local Bent’s home office in Sterling Heights, MI, the Top Ten Valentine’s Day "gifts" for that special someone or something, whatever the case may be.

Why this category:
Since February 14th is the day for loved ones to share their feelings in a warm and caring manner, I came up with a few ideas for gifts in case you were in dire need of assistance.

10. A Tau Beta Pi T-shirt and/or sweatshirt.
8. A subscription to The Local Bent.
   (It would be cheap!)
7. 10 to 1 odds that an NFC team will win Superbowl XXX.
5. An all expense paid trip for two to San Quinton.
4. A rosy red bloody black leather glove to match the one found your white Ford Bronco.
2. A free violet aura paint job.
1. Five minutes in the closet with James Boileau.

Name That Dweeb

Personals

Since ONCE AGAIN nobody bothered to send in any responses to my awesome contest, I am reluctantly forced to derive my own Ad Di Personal. So here goes.......!

Sexy Suzy-homemaker seeks career-oriented brilliant ME student to fill her oven!

Tall, dark, and handsome ECE major seeks special someone to complete his circuit board of a life!

Cheerful, energetic, out-going CHE major seeks boring, dull, "couch-potato," scrubby, ex-jock to kick around!!!

Brave and confident civil engineering student seeks daring young woman to help out with the testing of his newly designed structure!!!

Wild, crazy, and horny happy SWE member seeks a really funny, greedy, self-centered, egotistical, materialistic, uneducated, spiritual man who she can perform erotic and sensual lab tests on in Room 1320!!!
Solutions
To Logic Puzzle
Fish → the german

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>dogs</th>
<th>fish</th>
<th>birds</th>
<th>horse</th>
<th>cats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bear</td>
<td>coffee</td>
<td>milk</td>
<td>tea</td>
<td>water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pluemies</td>
<td>prune</td>
<td>lima</td>
<td>beans</td>
<td>fig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>white</td>
<td>green</td>
<td>red</td>
<td>blue</td>
<td>yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>norwegian</td>
<td>danish</td>
<td>german</td>
<td>swede</td>
<td>norwegian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Maze Solution → Figure it out...you have the time

Credits
Several Engineering Comics submitted by Doug Harriman
Caption Picture from Brien Dux
Dog search from http://www.pinterest.com/pin/276056652132892793/
Flashback Friday Idea from Tonya Whitehead

Image sources
http://xkcd.com/309/

Still Bored? → Take the last page, with the map that you don’t need because you obviously know where to go (maps, who needs maps when you can just get lost and have adventures), and create a masterpiece. Paper Airplanes, sculptures, snow flakes, all are welcome. Alternatively, create confetti (but you will be cleaning it up).

Note from the editor: If you are dissatisfied with the content of this publication complaints are accepted in the form of material for the following issue.
Laser Tag!! Face all the obstacles....

Join us after GBM 2 for laser tag at Galaxy Zone in Dearborn!
Cost is $10 for two games with $6 for subsequent games. IT IS FREE FOR INITIATES!!!

DIRECTIONS:

Get on M-10 N from 3rd St/Anthony Wayne Dr
0.8 mi / 3 min

Take I-94 W to W Edsel Ford Service Dr. Take exit 210B from I-94 W
4.7 mi / 5 min

Take McGraw Ave to Ford Rd in Dearborn
0.6 mi / 2 min

10. Merge onto W Edsel Ford Service Dr
270 ft

11. Turn right onto Addison Ave
256 ft

12. Take the 1st left onto McGraw Ave
0.3 m

13. Continue onto Ford Rd
0.5 m
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